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PRESIDENT’S  
“NOW IS THE TIME”  

PLAN 

PROJECT  
AWARE SEA 

PROJECT  
AWARE LEA 

SAMHSA’S  
“NOW IS THE TIME”  

INITIATIVES 

HEALTHY 
TRANSITIONS 

Closing background  
check loopholes to  

keep guns out of 
dangerous hands. 

Making  
schools  

safer. 

Banning military-style 
assault weapons and  

high-capacity 
magazines, and taking 
other common-sense 
steps to reduce gun 

violence. 

Increasing access to 
mental health 

services. 

SAMHSA’S “NOW IS THE TIME” INITIATIVES 
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HEALTHY TRANSITIONS 

To keep young adults from  

falling through the cracks! 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Lacy Kendrick Burk, MS, MBA 
CCC Coach, NITT-TA Center 

Change Matrix 

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/wh_now_is_the_time_full.pdf


WHY YOUTH ENGAGEMENT 

• Youth programs that engage young people in program 
development often have higher engagement in 
delivery of program or services 

 

• Countries who mention youth participation in their 
constitutions and consider the input of young people 
in their services have more positive outcomes than 
those who do not (Habashi, 2010; Courtney, 2009) 

 

• Requirement for 1.0 FTE equivalent young adult with 
lived-experience (NITT Healthy Transitions) 
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SETTING THE STAGE 

PART I:  



FRAMEWORK FOR NITT-HT 

“Better individual programs and services in these  

neighborhoods are necessary but not enough. Young  

people do not grow up in programs, they grow up in  

communities. Programs can help a few young people  

beat the odds, but more is needed to help youth and  

community members change the odds for the majority  

of young people in their community.” 

 

“Young people want to be involved as change-makers  

in their lives, their families, and their communities” 
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Source: Pittman, K., Martin, S., Williams, A. (2007, July). Core Principles for Engaging 
Young People in Community Change. Washington, D.C.: The Forum for Youth Investment, 
Impact Strategies, Inc. 

 



LANGUAGE 

• Lived-Experience - Past 

participation in human serving 

systems receiving services as a 

child, youth, or young adult 

(including but not limited to 

mental health, child welfare, 

juvenile justice, and/or special 

education) or currently or formerly 

living with a mental health or 

substance abuse diagnosis. 

(Kendrick-Burk & Bergan, 2013) 
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LANGUAGE 

• Youth Voice - The engagement, 

representation and application of 

lived-experience of young people 

in program and systems 

development and implementation. 

(Kendrick-Burk & Bergan, 2013) 

 

• Language in the Youth 

MOVEment  

(Bergan & Long, 2014) 
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YOUTH ENGAGEMENT,  

POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, 

AND NITT-HEALTHY TRANSITIONS 

PART II:  



YOUTH ENGAGEMENT CONTINUUM 
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Youth Services 
Approach 

Youth 
Development 

Youth  
Leadership 

Civic 
Engagement 

Youth  
Organizing 

*Includes Youth Youth 
Development Plus:  

*Includes Youth 
Leadership Plus:  

*Includes Civic 
Engagement plus:  

 Defines young 
people as clients 

 Provides services 
to address 
individual 
problems 

 Programming 
defined around 
treatment and 
prevention 

 Provides services 
AND support, 
caring adults and 
safe spaces 

 Opportunities for 
growth and 
development 

 Meets young 
people where 
they are 

 Builds on 
competencies and 
strengths 

 Positive Self-
Identity 

 Youth Adult 
Partnerships 
 

 Authentic youth 
leadership 
opportunities  

 Deepens 
historical and 
cultural 
understanding of 
experiences and 
community issues 

 Builds decision 
making and 
problem solving 
skills 

 Youth participate 
in community 
projects 

 Engages young 
people in political 
education, 
advocacy, 
awareness, and 
negotiation 

 Capacity for 
power, analysis, 
and action around 
issues young 
people identify 

 Help young 
people build 
collective identify 
as social change 
agents* 
 

 Builds a 
membership base 

 Involves youth as 
part of core staff 
and governing 
body* 

 Engages in direct 
action and 
mobilizing 

 Engages in 
alliances, 
coalitions, and 
community 
building 

INTERVENTION DEVELOPMENT COLLECTIVE EMPOWERMENT  SYSTEMIC CHANGE 

Source: Adapted from LISTEN, Inc. (2003) 



PRINCIPLES AND LEVELS  

OF YOUTH ENGAGEMENT  
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SERVICE / INDIVIDUAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAM / COMMUNITY 

 

SYSTEM / 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

① Design an Outreach Strategy 

② Create a “Home Base” 

③ Convey an Intentional 
Philosophy 

④ Identify Core Issues 

⑤ Create Youth/Adult Teams 

⑥ Build Youth and Adult 
Capacity 

⑦ Provide Individual Supports 

⑧ Sustain Access and Influence 

Principles Source: adapted from Pittman (2007) 

Eight Principles of Youth Engagement  Levels of Youth Engagement 



YOUTH ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  

FOR NITT-HEALTHY TRANSITIONS  

I. SYSTEMS / ADMINISTRATIVE LEVEL 

– Youth as equal partners, co-chairs, on State Transition 

Teams, Governance Boards, and Advisory Boards 

– Decisions reflect input of young people 

– Young people on Policy Assessment and Development 

Teams 

– Serve as Statewide Youth Coordinator 

– Involved with design and implementation of overall 

Evaluation and Social Marketing Plans 

– Young people engaged in policies and procedures which 

affect them 
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YOUTH ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  

FOR NITT-HEALTHY TRANSITIONS  

II. PROGRAM / COMMUNITY LEVEL 

– Hire young people as staff, and have young people on 

hiring committees 

– Young people drive Continuous Quality Improvement 

Process, serve on subcommittees of HT 

– Young people provide training on Youth Engagement, 

Culture, Intergenerational Collaboration, Youth Adult 

Partnerships, Trauma Informed Care  

– Young people lead and drive advisory boards and youth 

groups for programs and services (e.g. Youth M.O.V.E. 

Chapters, etc.) 

– Serve on local transition teams and committees 
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YOUTH ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES  

FOR NITT-HEALTHY TRANSITIONS  

III. INDIVIDUAL / SERVICE LEVEL 

– Young people design agenda for their team meetings 

– Young people identify goals they want to achieve 

– Young people as Outreach and Engagement Workers, Peer 

Supporters, Social Marketers, Transition Facilitators, Peer 

Navigators, Evaluators 

– Dedicate a ‘safe space’ and provide for young people to 

decorate it 

– Develop and run groups (e.g. life skills, support groups, 

social groups, etc.) 
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YOUTH GUIDED – SYSTEMS OF CARE 
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Youth Guided means that young people have the right to be 

 empowered, educated, and given a decision making role in the care of  

THEIR OWN LIVES as well as the policies and procedures governing 

 care for ALL YOUTH in the community, state and nation.   

 

This includes giving young people a sustainable voice, being LISTENED 

 to, and the focus should be towards creating a safe environment enabling 

 a young person to gain self sustainability in accordance to the cultures 
 and beliefs they abide by.  Further, through the eyes of a youth guided  

approach we are aware that there is a continuum of power that should be  

given to the young people based on their understanding and maturity in  

this strength based change process. Youth guided also means that this 

process should be FUN and worthwhile. 

Source: http://www.youthmovenational.org/images/downloads/YouthGuidedDefinition.pdf 



Youth and Adults are 
aware and engaged 
as they explore the 
ideas and skills of 
youth leadership 

and begin to value 
youth experience as 

integral to the 
decision-making 

process. 

*Used with permission from Youth MOVE National  



Youth begin to make 
recommendations and 
fill steady, meaningful 

roles in decision-
making bodies. Youth 
and adults collaborate 
to create and prioritize 

goals and develop 
strategies for positive 

change. 

*Used with permission from Youth MOVE National  



Youth have self- 
awareness and skills to 
initiate change, as well 

as the intrinsic 
motivation and sense of 

purpose necessary to 
follow through. Youth 

have a mutually 
respectful relationship 
with adults and other 

youth in the community 
as they partner for the 
change desired by the 

youth. 

*Used with permission from Youth MOVE National  



YOUTH GROUP PURPOSE AREAS 

• Recreation and Peer Networking  

• Community Involvement and Advocacy  

• Social Marketing and Awareness Building  

• Youth Voice Development and Leadership Training 

• Personal Development and Empowerment 

• Peer Service Delivery  

20 
Source: Grimm, J., Bergan, J., Kendrick, L. (2014). Youth-Driven Organizational Purpose Areas. Baltimore, MD: 
The Technical Assistance Network for Children’s Behavioral Health. 
 



LADDER OF PARTICIPATION 
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POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

“Positive youth development is an intentional, pro-social 

approach that engages youth within their communities, schools, 

organizations, peer groups, and families in a manner that is 

productive and constructive; recognizes, utilizes, and enhances 

youths' strengths; and promotes positive outcomes for young 

people by providing opportunities, fostering positive 

relationships, and furnishing the support needed to build on 

their leadership strengths.” – Interagency Working Group on Youth Programs 
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Positive Experiences +  
Positive Relationships +  
Positive Environments  

= Positive Youth Development 
 

Source: http://findyouthinfo.gov/youth-topics/positive-youth-development 

  



23 Source: http://www.marshfieldclinic.org/proxy/SPF-Ch5-Inventory-of-Adult-Attitudes-and-Behavior.1.pdf 

SPECTRUM OF ADULT ATTITUDES AND 

BEHAVIOR TOWARDS YOUNG PEOPLE 

“To” “For” “With” 

http://www.marshfieldclinic.org/proxy/SPF-Ch5-Inventory-of-Adult-Attitudes-and-Behavior.1.pdf
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YOUTH ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY: 

MOVING FORWARD 

Scenario ‘To’ ‘For’ ‘With’ = Strategy 

Youth Advisory 
Board 

* 
Youth Advisory Board Training and continued 
Youth/Adult Partnership 

Drop-in Social 
Group 

* 
Hold focus group to get conversation started 
around youth ideas for leading 

Youth 
Coordinator * 

Provide opportunity for them to develop 
program goals and review together 
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1) List activities where you have youth involvement 

2) Decide if youth are engaged as objects, recipients or 

resources (See previous slide for description) 

3) Strategize how to engage youth as partners in that activity to 

move it further down the continuum 

 Don’t know how? Ask your young people!! 
 



  

PART III:  

 

 

HIRING AND SUPPORTING YOUNG 

ADULTS WITH LIVED-EXPERIENCE 



REALITY OF YOUNG PEOPLE  

YOU WILL BE WORKING WITH 

• Brain Development – Still developing pre-fontal 

cortex, which is the part that regulates and overrides 

emotions, critical thinking, and risk assessment 

 

• Adolescent Development – Identity vs. Role 

Confusion, Intimacy vs. Isolation  

 

• Life Tasks – Finding a job, housing, establishing 

independence, life skills, starting a family, work/life 

balance, money management, peer pressure 
26 



REALITY OF YOUNG PEOPLE  

YOU WILL BE WORKING WITH 

• Society – Overall doesn’t particularly value youth 

 

• Family of Choice – May not have many supports 

 

• Lived-Experience – Added component of mental 

health, recovery from trauma, substance abuse and 

other conditions; possible transition to adult systems 

27 



FRAMEWORK FOR YOUNG ADULT 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Youth Advocate to Advocate for Youth  

(Kendrick Burk & Bergan, 2013) 
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Kendrick-Burk, L., Bergan, J., Long, J., Noelle, R., Soto, R., Richardson, R., & Waetzig, E. (2013). Youth Advocate to 
Advocate for Youth: The Next Transition. Portland, OR: Research and Training Center for Pathways to Positive Futures. 



THE NEXT TRANSITION: YOUNG ADULTS WITH 

LIVED-EXPERIENCE WORKING AS PROFESSIONALS 

Stage 1 : Knowing, Owning, and Sharing My Story 

Stage 2: Beyond Your Personal Advocacy: Being a  

               Resource for Change  

Stage 3: A Fork in the Road: Using Experience Personally  

               or Professionally  

Stage 4: Maintaining Personal Identity: Stay True to You 

Stage 5: Experience Never Leaves 

Stage 6: Arrival of an Advocate for Youth* 

Stage 7: Becoming Supportive Adults** 
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Kendrick-Burk, L., Bergan, J., Long, J., Noelle, R., Soto, R., Richardson, R., & Waetzig, E. (2013). Youth Advocate to 
Advocate for Youth: The Next Transition. Portland, OR: Research and Training Center for Pathways to Positive Futures. 



TRAUMA INFORMED METHOD OF  

ENGAGEMENT (TIME) FOR YOUTH ADVOCACY 

© Georgetown University 

RELATIONSHIP 

Establishing 

Trust and 

Rapport 

PREPARATION 

Creating a safe state 
of readiness and 

expertise 

SUPPORT 

Ensuring physical, 
emotional and 

professional  
needs are met  

REFLECTION 

Debrief thoughts 
and feelings to build 

skills  for personal 
and professional 

development  

Cady, D., Lulow, E., and Kendrick Burk, L. (2014). Trauma informed method of 
engagement model. Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University.  



EMPLOYING YOUNG ADULTS  

WITH LIVED-EXPERIENCE 

1. Policies and Structures 

 

2. Recruitment 

 

3. Hiring 

 

4. Supervision, Structure, and Support 

 

5. Letting Go 

 
 
 
  

         

31 
(c) Kendrick Burk, L. (2014). Human Resource Guide to Hiring Young Adults with Lived-Experience.  



• Policies and Structure 

– Governance 

– Advisory 

– Program / Practice 

– Individual  

– CQI 

• Recruitment 
– Where do you find young adults with lived experience who might be ready 

for this job?  How do I ask about lived-experience when this can be a 

HIPAA violation? What do I look for in experience? What questions should 

I ask references? What if something comes up on a background check?  

 
 
 
  

         
EMPLOYING YOUNG ADULTS WITH  

LIVED-EXPERIENCE 

32 
(c) Kendrick Burk, L. (2014). Human Resource Guide to Hiring Young Adults with Lived-Experience.  



• Hiring 

– Young Adults on Hiring Committees 

– Job Descriptions (Lived-Experience) 

• Supervision, Structure, and Support 

– Peer Professionals, Boundaries 

– Personal and Professional Development 

– Ongoing Training 

– Coaching and Support 

• Letting go 

 

 
 
 
  

         
EMPLOYING YOUNG ADULTS  

WITH LIVED-EXPERIENCE 

33 
(c) Kendrick Burk, L. (2014). Human Resource Guide to Hiring Young Adults with Lived-Experience.  



STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT  

• Foster a comfortable environment 

• Meet immediate needs 

• Foster a good relationship or rapport 

• Allow youth to take the lead as they feel ready 

• Give youth adequate information and support 

before, during, and after any meeting 
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STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT  

• Approach youth in a culturally appropriate manner 

• Understand trauma and its impact 

• Help them debrief and access positive coping 

mechanisms  

• Youth Culture 

• Youth Adult Partnerships 

• Youth Leadership Development 
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• Develop contracts in partnership with 
youth that youth and adults sign 

• Ensure youth has access to peer 
supports 

• Youth friendly case planning models – 
(NRCYD, 2010) 

• Offer opportunities for young people 
to develop social programs and 
leadership plans 

• Include youth voice at all levels of 
organization, including policy 
development and implementation 

• Believe in young people – it goes a 
long way  
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STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT  

“If you don’t have anybody 
that believes in you, how do 
you believe in yourself? 
”That’s one of the biggest 
things that foster youth deal 
with: nobody cares if they 
succeed, so they think, ‘well, 
why do I care if I succeed?,’ 
which is sad.” Mike, 22  
 
©Jim Casey YOUTH 
Opportunities Initiative 



SUMMARY  

“Change happens. And it happens 

to everyone….Transition, on the 

other hand, is the process that 

happens inside your head, heart, 

and gut as you adjust and become 

familiar with change.”  

– FLUX, Foster Care Alumni of America 
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TOOLS AND RESOURCES 

• Core Principles for Engaging Young People in Community Change  
http://forumfyi.org/files/FINALYouth_Engagment_8.15pdf.pdf  

• Youth Advocate to Advocate for Youth: The Next Transition: Kendrick-
Burk, L., Bergan, J., Long, J., Noelle, R., Soto, R., Richardson, R., & 
Waetzig, E. (2013). Youth Advocate to Advocate for Youth: The Next 
Transition. Portland, OR: Research and Training Center for Pathways to 
Positive Futures. 

• Language in the Youth MOVEment: Bergan, J., & Long, J. (2013). 
Language in the Youth MOVEment. Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration; Washington, DC.  

• An Emerging Model for Working with Youth Community Organizing + 
Youth Development = Youth Organizing 
http://www.fcyo.org/media/docs/8141_Papers_no1_v4.qxd.pdf   

• Loftquist Inventory http://www.marshfieldclinic.org/proxy/SPF-Ch5-
Inventory-of-Adult-Attitudes-and-Behavior.1.pdf  

• Transition White Paper (NRCYD) http://nrcyd.ou.edu/publication-
db/documents/transition-planning-with-adolescents.pdf  

• Youth MOVE National- www.youthmovenational.org  
38 
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Questions? 

Comments? 

Insight? 
 

 

 

 



  

Toll-Free: (844) 856-1749  
Email: NITT-TA@cars-rp.org 

Need additional assistance? 

Contact your TTA Specialists who will provide you 
with ongoing consultation and coordination of 
services through the NITT-TA Center. 
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Please take a few moments 

to give us your feedback! 
 

 

 

A few questions will appear on your screen  

when you log out of the webinar.  Please take a few  

minutes to provide us with your thoughts. 

 

Thank you!!! 

Thank you for attending! 
 

 


